We provide international road haulage
services all throughout Europe. Our
dispatchers have many years of experience
and are ready to meet the requirements of
our customers. We maintain high quality
of our services thanks to state-of-theart, reliable and environmentally friendly
technology. Our fleet includes VOLVO, DAF
and SCANIA vehicles that meet the strictest
environmental standards EURO 5 and
EURO 6. The average age of our vehicles
is 5 years, which ensures high reliability of
services provided to our customers. Satellite
on-line monitoring of all vehicles is a matter
of fact in international road haulage.

C O M P A N Y

P R O F I L E

Company MILESTONES
1997 Foundation of the company.

The company operates 8 vehicles and owns
a service shop in Nové Holešovice.

1999 Sale to a new owner.

The company was sold to EXCALIBUR ARMY
spol. s r. o. and has 10 vehicles.

2001 Moving to Hrochův Týnec.

Due to lack of capacity in its former premises,
the company moved to Chrudim and created a branch
in Hrochův Týnec; the fleet consists of 45 vehicles.

2005 Acquisition of ČSAD Pardubice.
The company keeps growing, we purchase
ČSAD Pardubice and build a new branch in Vrdy.
The fleet now contains over 100 vehicles.

2008 Reconstruction
of the branch in Hrochův Týnec,
we have over 200 employees.
We own 160 vehicles, 20 construction
and mining machines. We passed certification
in accordance with ISO 9001-2000.

2010 Expansion of the fleet

by another 10 vehicles.

2011 Purchase of 37 new vehicles.

A new branch in Tovačov (8 km from Olomouc)
opened. In November we opened a center in Liberec,
operating a logistics warehouse and transport.

2012 Purchase of 8 new vehicles.

We started mining and selling sand. We successfully
passed audit for ISO 9001:2008 – storage and logistics.

2013 Opening of a logistics center
in Opočínek (12,000 m2).
Purchase of 11 vehicles.

2014 Successful certification

in accordance with GMP+ for transport of feeds
and foodstuffs. Purchase of 22 new vehicles.

2015 Purchase of 53 new vehicles.

We are currently operating over 220 vehicles,
and have recently built a new logistics center in Liberec.
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Domestic road
haulage

International road
haulage

We have over 120 vehicles of different types and tonnage
for domestic road haulage. We provide fast and reliable
transport of various types and quantities of goods,
including ADR class 1, to your desired destination within
the Czech Republic. All our vehicles are monitored using
GPS. The quality of our services is annually certified in
accordance with ISO 9000 and GMP+ standards.

We provide international road haulage services throughout
the whole of Europe. Our dispatchers have many years
of experience and are ready to meet the requirements
of our customers. We maintain high quality of our services
thanks to state-of-the-art, reliable and environmentally
friendly technology. Our fleet includes VOLVO, DAF and
SCANIA vehicles that meet the strictest environmental
standards EURO 5 and EURO 6. The average age of our
vehicles is 2 years, which ensures high reliability of services
provided to our customers. Satellite on-line monitoring of all
vehicles is expected standard in international road haulage.

WE PROVIDE SOLUTIONS FOR:
• Transport of safe goods using tarpaulin trailers
• Transport of safe goods using “plateau” trailers
• Transport of safe goods using tarpaulin “solo” trailers

• Transport of safe goods using tarpaulin trailers

• Transport in accordance with ADR including class 1

• Transport of safe goods using “plateau” trailers

• Oversize transport

• Transport of safe goods using tarpaulin “solo” trailers

• LTL transport from 1 pallet

• Transport using coil mulde trailers

• Transport of bulk materials

• Transport of goods using double-decker trailers
• Transport in accordance with ADR including class 1
• Oversize transport
• LTL transport from 1 pallet
• Transport of bulk materials using walking floor trailers
• Liability insurance in accordance with the CMR
convention for up to 10 million CZK
• Possibility of additional insurance of transported shipments

Forwarding
services
Forwarding services represent an important
addition to our main business area – road
haulage. The forwarding department provides
our customers with complex transport
services by securing air, sea, railroad
or combined transport. We also take care
of customs formalities through our partners.

220×

OVERALL, WE OPERATE OVER 220 VEHICLES OF VARIOUS TYPES
AND WEIGHTS THAT TRAVERSE OVER 18 million km PER YEAR.

COMPANY PROFILE
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STORAGE and
LOGISTICS services
NIKA Logistics provides complex logistics services in the
area of storage and other logistics services with added value.
We rely on close cooperation with our customers. We have
a good understanding of their needs and design tailor made
logistics solutions for specific customers with regards to
high efficiency and cost savings for the customer.
We have at our disposal our own as well as leased warehouses
of type “A” in logistics centers in Pardubice and Liberec with
excellent traffic accessibility and equipped with state-of-the-art
technology (rack systems, handling technology and SW).
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OF TYPE “A” STORAGE AREAS
WITH ROOM FOR 37,000 PALLETS

WE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING
LOGISTICS SERVICES:
• Storage (our own as well as consignment stock)
• Logistics outsourcing – complex logistics solutions
• Cross Dock
• Inbound logistics – transport from the stock
directly to production (JIT, JIS)
• Unloading of containers
• Stock management
• EDI – electronic data interchange
• Project solutions
• Completion
• Re-packing
• Posting
• Picking, splitting and mixing of shipments
• Pre-assembly, assembly and disassembly
• Lease of storage areas for storage and light production
• Lease of administrative areas

COMPANY PROFILE
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MARITIME transport
Our company is a significant provider of maritime transport services. We specialize in transport of Full Container Load (FCL),
less-than-container load (LCL) and wheeled vehicles on Ro-Ro
ships. Our ship transport services are provided via renowned
ship operators, which allows us to guarantee high-quality service
throughout the whole transportation.
For maritime transport we mostly use the following seaports:
Hamburg, Bremerhaven, Antwerp, Livorno, Koper and other. Transport to these
ports is realized via combined transport services, depending on the type of cargo: collection using trucks, containers to the terminal and then rail transport,
transport of vehicles on low-bed trailers to docks, and others. During reloading
of wheeled vehicles and general cargo to the ship, our team is available on-site
and is responsible for the high quality of provided services.
We provide the following maritime transport services:
• Less-than-container load (LCL)

• Securing of charter vessels

• Full Container Load (FCL)

• Dispatch of shipments,
inspection in the port

• Ro-Ro transport (transport of vehicles
and machines on their own wheels)
• Oversize cargo
• IMO transport – dangerous goods
• Transport of military materials and
materials subject to export license
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• Issuing of certificates based
on the Bill of Lading (B/L)
• Sale of containers
• Issuing of IMO documents
• Shipment insurance

AIR transport

RAIL transport

We organise transport of small
or large-volume shipments via
renowned airline companies.

Our company provides transport of
individual wagon loads, groups of wagons
and block trains, both within domestic
and international haulage markets.

We provide the following
air transport services:
• Picking up of a shipment, repacking if necessary
• Transport to the airport
• Complete customs proceedings
• Air transport

Scope of transport services:

• Delivery of goods to the desired destination

• National and international transport of wagon loads

• Organisation of charter flights – lease and
organisation of the entire aircraft, including
the securing of necessary transport documentation
and thorough cooperation via expert provision
of services and handling at individual airports

• Transport of wheeled cargo and oversize cargo

• Cost optimization (suggesting the
most suitable type of aircraft for the
given transport and destination)

• Reloading of goods in ports

• Shipment insurance

WE LOVE COMBINING

We have direct contracts with national
carriers as well as private carriers in
the Czech Republic and abroad.

We provide transport of general goods as
well as of dangerous goods (DGR).
Dangerous goods include:
• Weapons and ammunition
• Explosives

• Transport to/from seaports
• Transport of dangerous goods
• Container transport
• Reloading of goods in transit stations
with change of the track gauge
• Tracking of shipments
• Loading and securing of shipments
• Reloading of shipments from trucks to
rail wagons and the other way round
• Transport of cereals in special wagons
• Lease of UACS railroad cars, etc.

• Combustibles and all substances with a UN number

• Customs clearance of shipments

• Chemicals and poisons

• Shipment insurance

COMPANY PROFILE
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EARTHWORK
We have many years of experience with
various types of earth and mining work.
For example, we provide complex realization
of surface hardening, demolition, road base
and roads. We have 20 construction and mining
machines, as well as Genesis DemoPro 650
combined shears and a krupp demolition hammer.
In combination with tipper trucks we are capable
of providing comprehensive services to construction
companies. We also secure the delivery of bulk
construction materials, including their stockpiling.

350 000 t
WE TRANSPORT OVER 350,000 TONS OF BULK MATERIALS PER YEAR
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MINING of sand
and aggregates
Since 2012 we have provided sand
mining and offer washed sorted
sand and aggregates.
We offer the following fractions:
• 0 – 4 mm, washed
• 4 – 8 mm, washed
• 8 – 16 mm, washed
• 16 – 125 mm, unsorted
We transport the purchased products using
our own vehicles or alternatively, you can
use your own means of transport.
We are also happy to take care of small customers who
can load aggregates freely in the designated area.

COMPANY PROFILE
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OVERSIZE LOAD transport
We provide transport of oversize and heavy
loads of up to 70 tons all over Europe.
We also take care of the transport permit, cargo insurance,
accompanying vehicles and other requirements. The transported cargo
includes, for instance, military technology, bridge structures, concrete
pre-fabricated elements, construction machinery, cranes, etc.
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220×

200 VEHICLES FOR ADR AND 20 VEHICLES FOR EX III TRANSPORT

ADR
Our services include domestic
and international road haulage
in less-than-container load (LCL)
ADR mode for all classes except
for class 7 – Radioactive substances.
Aside from basic ADR, our car fleet includes EX III
vehicles for the transportation of ammunition,
weapons and class-1 explosives with qualified drivers
including training for transportation to Germany.
Your requests and queries will be handled by a team
of highly trained specialists led by DGSA consultants.

COMPANY PROFILE
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CONTACTS
NIKA Logistics a.s.
Tovární 1112
537 01 Chrudim IV
Czech Republic
E: sales@nikalogistics.cz
www.nikalogistics.cz

